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The PTA meet for S.Y.B.Tech. and TE chemical engineering students
was conducted in chemical engineering department on 15/02/2020. For this
meet SE and TE Chemical engineering student’s parents from various places
attended the meet. Welcome speech was given by Prof. N.S. Patil. Function was
presided over by Principal S.V.Anekar. The chief guest for this meet was Mr.
Dattatray Tananage an industriailst, from Ichalkaranji who was parent of one of
our SE chemical student,Prajawal Tananange. The function was started by
felicitating the chief guest, Principal and HOD of Chemical Engg. Department.
Prof. N.S.patil coordinator of the PTA meet told the objective of the PTA meet.
Then Principal S.V.Anekar focused on three points dedication, devotion and
determination for the success of the students.
Miss Dinde Raveena Maruti got First ISTE-IPCL national Award for best
M.Tech. Thesis in” Process for the Synthesis in Para-Hydroxybenzoic Acid”
guided by Prof. P.J.Patil. Omkar R. Jangam and Abhijeet S .K ale received the
Kerala Government Engineering Design National Award for the project “
Manufacturing of Natural Pesticide from Waste Seeds”, guided by Prof .
N.H.Shinde, both of these project guide along with students were felicitated

Then all the rankers from SE ,TE,BE and campus placed students are felicitated
along with their parents.
Prof. K.I.Patil who is department training and placement coordinator told that 33
students of final year chemical engineering students are placed in various
reputed companies. He also focused on facilities in the department like Aspen
plus software and various course conducted by the department for overall
development of the students. The TPO Prof P.J.Patil told that the third year
students should go for the training in various reputed companies like RCF,Black
and Veatch etc.After this parents are requested to give their expectations from
the department and college. Some parents told that they are very much satisfied
by the teaching learning process and the activities conducted by the department
for overall development of the students. One of the parent also told that the
courses conducted in the department,industrial visits arranged by the department
and other other activities should be conveyed to the parents.HOD Prof . S.T Patil
Sir gave answers for the points raised by the parents. He also focused on the
poor attendance of final year students . He told that the stunts must attained the
classes regularly in order improve their academic standards.The meet was
concluded and the vote of thanks was given by Sahil Dhekale a student from
S.Y.B.Tech Chemical..
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